
 

 

FALL 2008 SYLLABUS 
 
CS 470/570 Introduction to Computer Algorithms (3-0) Three hours. 
Construction of efficient algorithms for computer implementation. 
 
Prerequisites:  CS 325, CS 357, ECE 383, and Math 301. 
  
Instructor:  Dr. Richard Borie, borie@cs.ua.edu, office 116 Houser Hall. 
Office hours:  MWF 12–2 (usually also MWF 11–12 unless faculty meeting or colloquium). 
 
Course schedule:  A tentative schedule of lecture topics, exam dates, assignment due dates, 
and recommended readings will be maintained on the course web page (http://cs.ua.edu/470). 
 
Textbook: Introduction to Algorithms, 2nd edition, by Cormen, Leiserson, Rivest, and Stein. 
 
Topics: 
• Foundations, divide-and-conquer (chapters 1–5). 
• Sorting and selection (chapters 6–9). 
• Dynamic programming and greedy method (chapters 15–16). 
• Graph algorithms (chapters 22–25). 
• Introduction to NP-completeness (chapter 34). 
 

Goals or objectives: 
• Improve problem-solving skills. 
• Recognize standard problems embedded in real-world applications. 
• Know several existing algorithms and be able to analyze their efficiency. 
• Analyze and compare efficiencies of different algorithms for the same problem. 
• Modify known algorithms to solve new variations of familiar problems. 
• Design and analyze efficient algorithms for newly encountered problems. 
• Improve analytical skills and ability to think rigorously. 
 
Grade computation: 
• Five closed-book midterm exams → 20% each. 
• Comprehensive closed-book final exam → optional (see below). 

o To prepare for each exam:  Read the assigned chapters from the textbook, solve 
exercises and problems from the text, and try working exams from previous semesters. 

• Semester grade cutoffs will generally be determined as follows:  A+ 97,  A 93,  A– 90,  
B+ 87,  B 83,  B– 80,  C+ 77,  C 73,  C– 70,  D+ 67,  D 63,  D– 60,  F 0.  However, the 
instructor reserves the right to lower the cutoffs to improve the assigned letter grades. 

 
Policies: 
• Attendance at class meetings other than exams is expected but is not mandatory. 
• If you miss any midterm exam for any reason, a grade of 0 will temporarily be recorded. 
• If you are satisfied with all your midterm exam grades, you may omit the final exam. 
• If you choose to take the final exam, it will replace your N lowest midterm exam grades, 

where 1 ≤ N ≤ maximum(2, number of midterm exams you missed due to valid excuses). 
• An additional makeup exam will be given only if you miss at least one midterm exam and 

also the final exam, both due to valid excuses. 
• Valid excuses include pre-approved university-sponsored trips and medical emergencies. 
• CS 570 exams will be slightly more difficult than CS 470 exams. 


